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ABSTRACT

This study aims to assess the connections between El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and tropical cyclones

near Guam (GuamTCs) using the state-of-the-art Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Forecast-

Oriented Low Ocean Resolution version of CM2.5 (FLOR). In observations, more (fewer) GuamTCs occur in

El Niño (La Niña) years, and the ENSO–GuamTC connections arise from TC genesis locations in ENSO phases.

The observed ENSO–GuamTC connections are realistically simulated in the two control experiments that use two

versions of FLOR: the standard version and another with flux adjustments (FLOR-FA). The ENSO–GuamTC

connections in FLOR-FA are closer to observations than those in FLOR because of a better representation of TC

genesis during ENSO phases. The physical mechanisms underlying the observed ENSO–GuamTC connections are

further supported in the long-term control experiments with FLOR and FLOR-FA. The ENSO–GuamTC con-

nections in sea surface temperature (SST)- and sea surface salinity (SSS)-restoring experiments with FLOR 1990

strongly resemble the observations, suggesting the ENSO–GuamTC connections arise substantially from the forcing

of SST.The prediction skill of FLOR-FA forGuamTC frequency is quite promising in terms of correlation and root-

mean-square error and is higher than that of FLOR for the period 1980–2014. This study shows the capability of

global climate models (FLOR and FLOR-FA) in simulating the linkage between ENSO and TC activity near a

highly localized region (i.e., Guam) and in predicting the frequency of TCs at the subbasin scale.
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1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TCs) exert tremendous damage to

coastal and inland regions by causing torrential rainfall,

strong winds, landslides, floods, and debris flows (e.g.,

Pielke and Landsea 1999; Rappaport 2000; Pielke et al.

2008; Zhang et al. 2009). It is therefore of scientific and

societal value to better understand the variability and

predictability of TCs.

Among some of the major drivers of TC variability on

seasonal-to-interannual time scales, El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) plays a major role. ENSO is a

strong atmosphere–ocean coupled climate phenomenon

in the tropical Pacific (e.g., Philander 1983; Rasmusson

and Wallace 1983; Zebiak and Cane 1987), and it in-

fluences weather and climate not only in the tropical

Pacific but also in midlatitude and even polar regions

(e.g., Ropelewski and Halpert 1986; Gloersen 1995;

Zhang and Held 1999; Lau and Nath 2000; Straus and

Shukla 2002). ENSO strongly modulates the frequency,

genesis, and tracks of TCs in the North Atlantic (e.g.,

Goldenberg and Shapiro 1996; Bove et al. 1998; Pielke

and Landsea 1999), western North Pacific (WNP; e.g.,

Chan 1985; Wang and Chan 2002; Camargo and Sobel

2005; Zhang et al. 2012, 2015, 2016b), and South Pacific

(Revell and Goulter 1986; Basher and Zheng 1995). In

addition to the impacts of ENSOonTCs in ocean basins,

previous studies have also found the modulation of

ENSO on TCs influencing special regions such as the

Hawaiian Islands (Chu and Wang 1997, 1998; Clark and

Chu 2002), Fiji (Chand and Walsh 2009, 2011), and the

Caribbean (Gianniniet al. 2001; Tartaglione et al. 2003).

Guam, which is in the western Pacific Ocean, is fre-

quently impacted by TCs, with consequences for TC-

related disaster risk and water resource management as

TCs account for around 30% of the total annual rainfall

(Rodgers et al. 2000; Kubota and Wang 2009). Guam is

also a U.S. military installation close to Asia, which

makes TC forecasts for Guam a matter of national

security. A recent study reported that TCs in the

Pacific islands are more frequent yet much less

studied than those in the North Atlantic (Marler

2014). Few studies have been devoted to the analysis

of TCs affecting Guam (GuamTCs). Lander (1994)

found a larger number of GuamTCs during El Niño
years than La Niña years. Nonetheless, the physical

mechanisms underlying such a relationship are yet to

be disentangled.

Climate models have been widely used to investigate

the ENSO–TC connections (e.g., Vitart and Stockdale

2001; Wu and Lau 1992; Bell et al. 2014; Zhang et al.

2016b). A new high-resolution coupled climate model has

been developed at theNationalOceanic andAtmospheric

Administration (NOAA)/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory (GFDL), called the GFDL Forecast-Oriented

Low Ocean Resolution version of CM2.5 (FLOR; e.g.,

Vecchi et al. 2014; Jia et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015). FLOR

is used to produce real-time seasonal forecasts as part of

the North American Multimodel Ensemble (NMME;

Kirtman et al. 2014). It has been used to examine regional

seasonal TC activity and has successfully simulated and

predicted regional climate over many regions of the world

(Vecchi et al. 2014; Jia et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015; Zhang

et al. 2016a,b,c,d). FLOR has been used to analyze the

responses of TCs to ENSO and anthropogenic radiative

forcing across tropical basins (Vecchi et al. 2014;Murakami

et al. 2015a,b; Krishnamurthy et al. 2016; Zhang et al.

2016b). It is thus of great interest to assess the performance

of FLOR in simulating ENSO–GuamTC connections in

FLOR and to examine the robustness of such connections

in the long control experiments with FLOR.

In summary, this study aims at disentangling the

physical mechanisms underpinning the ENSO–GuamTC

connections, evaluating the robustness of the connections

in FLOR control experiments, assessing the performance

of FLOR in reproducing these connections, and exam-

ining the capability of FLOR in seasonal forecasting of

the occurrence frequency of GuamTC.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents data and methodology, followed by

section 3 where we present the results of our analyses

using theGFDLFLOR climatemodel. Finally, section 4

summarizes the main points of the study and concludes

the paper.

2. Data and methodology

a. Data

The TC data are obtained from the International Best

Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS;

Knapp et al. 2010).The key meteorological variables

(e.g., wind fields) are obtained from the Japan Meteoro-

logical Agency (JMA) Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-

55) data (Kobayashi et al. 2015). To substantiate the

results, the National Centers for Environmental Prediction

(NCEP)–National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) data are also

used. The JRA-55 is available since 1958 on a global

basis with a spatial resolution of 1.258 3 1.258. It is

based on a new data assimilation system that reduces

many of the problems reported in the first JMA re-

analysis (Kobayashi et al. 2015). Monthly estimates of

sea surface temperature (SST) are taken from the Met

Office Hadley Centre SST dataset (HadSST3.1.1.0;

Kennedy et al. 2011). Niño-3 and Niño-3.4 indices are
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defined as the SST anomalies averaged over the regions

58S–58N, 908–1508W and 58S–58N, 1708E–1208W, respec-

tively. The SST anomalies in observations are defined on

the base period 1971–2000, while those in the FLOR and

flux-adjusted version of FLOR (FLOR-FA) simula-

tions are based on the simulated climatology of FLOR

and FLOR-FA. The El Niño and La Niña years are

defined based on the Niño-3.4 index, which represents

the SST anomalies averaged over the region 58S–58N,

1708E–1208W. The July–October (JASO) months

during which the Niño-3.4 index is larger (smaller)

than one standard deviation are designated as El Niño
(La Niña). The central Pacific (CP) El Niño is not con-

sidered because there are few CP El Niño events in the

control experiments of FLOR and FLOR-FA. The rela-

tive lack ofCPElNiño events in these simulationsmay be

linked to their excessive weakening of the trade winds in

the eastern equatorial Pacific during El Niño. This overly
weakens the equatorial upwelling in that region, biasing

the anomalous SST warming toward the eastern rather

than central Pacific.

b. TCs near Guam

GuamTCs are defined as TCs for which the tracks

intersect a 500-km buffer zone around Guam during

their life-span in the peak season (JASO). The results

are similar if we change the definition of peak season

from JASO to either June–November (JJASON) or

June–October (JJASO). TCs are defined as those storms

with intensity level of tropical storm or above. The se-

lection of 500 km as the size of the buffer zone is similar

to the definition of Hawaii TCs (Murakami et al. 2013).

Moreover, the results are similar if we change the buffer

zone size of GuamTCs from 300 to 700km.

c. Global coupled model

The experiments in this study are performed with

GFDL FLOR, which is characterized by high-resolution

land and atmosphere components and a relatively

low-resolution ocean component (Vecchi et al. 2014).

The atmosphere and land components of FLOR are

taken from GFDL CM2.5 with a spatial resolution of

50 km 3 50km (Delworth et al. 2012), while its ocean

and sea ice components (with 18 3 18 spatial resolution)
are similar to those in the CM2.1 (Delworth et al. 2006).

This study also utilizes FLOR-FA (Vecchi et al. 2014).

More details about the FLOR and FLOR-FA models

are documented in Vecchi et al. (2014), Jia et al. (2015),

Yang et al. (2015), and references therein.

d. Control simulation

We use two long control experiments with FLOR and

FLOR-FA.A 500-yr control simulation that incorporates

radiative forcing and land use representative of 1990

with FLOR-FA (FLOR-FA 1990; ‘‘present-day experi-

ment’’) is analyzed to characterize the ENSO–GuamTC

connections. We also analyze a similar control ex-

periment that does not incorporate flux adjustments

and FLOR 1990 (1000 yr). The two control experi-

ments enable the analysis of the robustness of the

ENSO–GuamTC connections to the role flux adjust-

ments play in such connections.

e. SST-nudging experiments

In addition to the control experiments with FLOR

1990, we use the restoring–nudging experiments in

which sea surface salinity (SSS) and SST are restored–

nudged to observational estimates of climatological

SSS and interannually varying monthly SST at time

scales of 5 and 10 days. The simulated SSS and SST are

restored to theWorld Ocean Atlas 2005 (Antonov et al.

2006) and the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and SST dataset

(HadISST1.1; Rayner et al. 2003), respectively. Be-

cause both restoring experiments at time scales of 5 and

10 days have the same prescribed SST and SSS, these

experiments enable the diagnosis of whether and to

what extent the simulated ENSO–GuamTC associa-

tion arises from the performance of the SST simulation.

More details about restoring–nudging experiments can

be found in Murakami et al. (2015b) and Zhang

et al. (2016b).

f. Seasonal forecasting experiments

The GFDL’s Ensemble Coupled Data Assimilation

(ECDA) system is used to initialize the seasonal fore-

casting experiments with FLOR (Zhang et al. 2007;

Zhang and Rosati 2010; Chang et al. 2013). The ECDA

is updated in every month for the seasonal-to-decadal

forecasting experiments of GFDL (Yang et al. 2013,

2015; Vecchi et al. 2013, 2014; Msadek et al. 2014; Jia

et al. 2015). More details of FLOR’s seasonal fore-

casting experiments are provided in Vecchi et al. (2014).

3. Analysis results

a. Observations and control experiments

The simulated TC density climatology with FLOR

and FLOR-FA is compared with that in the observa-

tions. The spatial pattern of TC density simulated by

FLOR 1990 is shifted eastward compared to the obser-

vations (Fig. 1). In contrast, the pattern of TC density

climatology simulated with FLOR-FA 1990 is more re-

alistic than those in FLOR 1990 (Fig. 1). In general, the

two control experiments produce a higher TC density

than observations in the WNP including the region near
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Guam (Fig. 1). The climatology of TC density near

Guam in the control experiments is higher than that in

observations (Fig. 1). Similarly, the TC genesis clima-

tology simulated in FLOR-FA is more realistic than

FLOR (Fig. 2) as FLOR exhibits a more pronounced

eastward bias, as with TC density. The TC-genesis

density near Guam with FLOR-FA 1990 is higher than

that in the observations, while FLOR 1990 produces

TC genesis near Guam similar to observations (Fig. 2).

Figure 3 illustrates the climatology of SST, 850-hPa

relative vorticity, 600-hPa relative humidity, and ver-

tical wind shear (VWS; 200–850 hPa), which are closely

related to TC genesis in observations, FLOR 1990, and

FLOR-FA 1990 control experiments. FLOR 1990 and

FLOR-FA 1990 capture the climatology of these key

variables in the western Pacific reasonably well (Fig. 3).

The mean SST in FLOR 1990 and FLOR-FA 1990 is

shifted eastward to the central Pacific compared with

that in the observations (Figs. 3a–c). The 850-hPa

relative vorticity climatology patterns in the observa-

tions as well as the FLOR and FLOR-FA 1990 control

experiments are similar to one another (Figs. 3d–f).

The 850-hPa relative humidity in the FLOR and

FLOR-FA 1990 control experiments is stronger than

that in the observations, especially in the central

Pacific where TC geneses in FLOR and FLOR-FA

occurs (Figs. 3g–i). The VWS climatology in FLOR

and FLOR-FA bears strong resemblance to that in the

observations with slightly weaker VWS in the south-

eastern WNP and the central Pacific (Figs. 3j–l).

Therefore, FLOR and FLOR-FA realistically simu-

late the climatology of key variables related to TC

genesis. The biases in the key variables with FLOR

and FLOR-FA are consistent with the eastward shift

of TC genesis in FLOR and FLOR-FA compared with

observations.

FIG. 1. Climatology of TC density in JASO in the WNP [color

shading; occurrences (TCseason)21] in (a) observations (GuamTC5
5.8), (b) FLOR 1990 (GuamTC 5 10.7), and (c) FLOR-FA 1990

(GuamTC 5 9.1). The thick black polygon and the red outer circle

denote Guam and its 500-km buffer zone, which is used to define

GuamTC. TCseason is defined as JASO.

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for TC genesis in the peak season.
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The correlation coefficients between GuamTC and

Niño indices (Niño-3 and Niño-3.4) in the observa-

tions are positive and significant at the 0.01 level

during the 1965–2014 period (Table 1), suggesting an

increased (decreased) number of GuamTCs during

El Niño (La Niña) years. We also show the correlation

between GuamTC and Niño indices in the long-term

control experiments of FLOR and FLOR-FA. Table 1

shows that all the correlation coefficients between

GuamTC and Niño indices in all the control experi-

ments are statistically significant at the 0.01 level and

generally comparable with those from the observa-

tions. However, there are some differences in the values

of the correlation coefficients among different control

experiments (Table 1). For example, Niño-3 and Niño-
3.4 have a higher correlation with GuamTC in FLOR-

FA 1990 than in FLOR 1990 (Table 1). The difference in

the correlation coefficients between FLOR-FA 1990

and FLOR 1990 is significant at the 0.01 level based

on a z test (Table 1). Although the simulation length

for FLOR-FA 1990 is 500 yr, while that for FLOR

1990 is 1000 yr, the correlations in each 500-yr sub-

period of FLOR 1990 are nearly the same as those

over the entire 1000-yr period. Therefore, the corre-

lation coefficients between Niño indices and the oc-

currence of GuamTCs are greater in FLOR-FA than

those in FLOR experiments, and the difference is sig-

nificant between FLOR and FLOR-FA 1990 control

experiments. Moreover, the simulated ENSO–GuamTC

connections in the control experiments of FLOR and

FIG. 3. Climatology of (a)–(c) SST (8C) in JASO, (d)–(f) 850-hPa relative vorticity (1025 s21), (g)–(i) 600-hPa relative humidity (%), and

(j)–(l) VWS (m s21) in (left)–(right) observations, FLOR 1990, and FLOR-FA 1990 control experiments. The inner black symbol and the

red outer circle denote Guam and its 500-km buffer zone.

TABLE 1. The correlation coefficients between GuamTCs and

El Niño indices (Niño-3 and Niño-3.4) in observations and in the

control experiments of GFDL FLOR 1990 and FLOR-FA 1990.

All the correlation coefficients are significant at the 0.01 level.

GuamTC and ENSO Niño-3 Niño-3.4

Observations (1965–2014) 0.48 0.55

FLOR 1990 (1000 yr) 0.21 0.29

FLOR-FA 1990 (500 yr) 0.54 0.54
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FLOR-FA are consistent with the observations, in-

dicating that the observed ENSO–GuamTC associa-

tion is robust and can be well reproduced by the GFDL

FLOR coupled climate model.

To disentangle the physical mechanisms underlying

the ENSO–GuamTC connections, we examine the

regression of JASO TC density, genesis, and steering

flow (here defined as 500-hPa wind fields) in the WNP

onto the concurrent Niño-3.4 index in the observations

and the FLOR and FLOR-FA control experiments

(Fig. 4). In the observations, positive regressions of TC

density are observed in the vicinity of Guam with re-

spect to the Niño-3.4 index, suggesting a higher

(lower) GuamTC density during El Niño (La Niña)
years. Similar spatial regression patterns of TC density

around Guam are found for the FLOR and FLOR-FA

control experiments. In other words, the TC density

around Guam is higher during El Niño years than

during La Niña years in both observations and FLOR

and FLOR-FA control experiments (Fig. 4). This study

uses the Student’s t test for the significance analysis of

the regression coefficient b and the t score is calculated

as b/std(b), with the standard deviation given as ‘‘std.’’

Therefore, some locations with small regression co-

efficient b are statistically significant owing to the

small standard deviation of b there (Fig. 4). This ap-

plies to the following discussions of the hypothesis test

for the regression coefficients of TC genesis and

density onto Niño indices. It is noted that the regions

of positive TC density regressions in FLOR 1990 sim-

ulations are shifted eastward to the central Pacific com-

pared with the observations (Fig. 4). The eastward shift

in TC density with respect to observations in FLOR-

FA, however, is less marked than that in FLOR,

indicating that FLOR-FA outperforms FLOR in simu-

lating TC density in the WNP from this perspective.

This shift in the regression of TC density (Fig. 4) is

closely associated with that in the climatology of TC

density in simulations with FLOR and FLOR-FA

(Fig. 1) owing to their similarity. The eastward shift

in TC density of FLOR and FLOR-FA has also been

identified in Vecchi et al. (2014) and Krishnamurthy

et al. (2016). Moreover, the shift in TC density is

mainly influenced by TC genesis and track, both strongly

determined by the steering flow, which is analyzed to

further diagnose the ENSO–GuamTC (density) associa-

tion discussed above.

The regression of TC genesis onto the Niño-3.4 in-

dex in observations and FLOR and FLOR–FA control

experiments is shown in Fig. 5. Both observations and

control experiments with FLOR show a southeast–

northwest pattern of TC genesis in the WNP (Fig. 5),

which has been widely discussed in previous studies

(e.g., Wang and Chan 2002; Camargo et al. 2007; Zhang

et al. 2016b). Similar to the regression of TC density onto

Niño-3.4, the regression of TC genesis in the WNP in

FLORandFLOR-FA is also shifted eastward toward the

central Pacific, and the shift in FLOR-FA is less marked

than that in FLOR (Fig. 5). This eastward shift (Fig. 5) is

also associated with that in the climatology of TC gen-

esis (Fig. 2). The regression of TC genesis in the vicinity

of Guam (inside the red circle) in the observations is

very different from those in FLOR and FLOR-FA

(Fig. 5). Specifically, the regression in the observations

is positive while it is largely negative in FLOR and

negative (positive) in the northwestern (southeastern)

FIG. 4. Regression of TC density in the peak season (JASO) in

theWNP [color shading; occurrences (TCseason21) 8C21] onto the

Niño-3.4 index in (a) observations, (b) FLOR 1990, and (c) FLOR-

FA 1990 control experiments. The black-dot-stippled regions

represent regression coefficients that are statistically significant at

the 0.05 level. The black thick marker and the red outer circle

denote Guam and its 500-km buffer zone.
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part in FLOR-FA (Fig. 5). This suggests that, while

both FLOR and FLOR-FA are different from the ob-

servations, FLOR-FA outperforms FLOR in simulating

the linkage between TC genesis near Guam and ENSO.

The regression of TC genesis near Guam onto the Niño-
3.4 index in FLOR-FA is still shifted eastward to the

observations.

To further diagnose the physical mechanisms un-

derlying changes in TC genesis during El Niño–La Niña
years, we analyze the genesis potential index (GPI;

Emanuel and Nolan 2004) in observations and models.

The GPI climatology in FLOR and FLOR-FA control

experiments is higher than that in the observations

(Fig. 6). The FLOR and FLOR-FA control experiments

produce higher GPI in the southeastern WNP and in

the central Pacific than the observations (Figs. 6a–c),

consistent with the eastward shift in TC genesis

in FLOR and FLOR-FA (Fig. 5). During El Niño–La

Niña years, there is a southeast–northwest pattern in

GPI in observations and models, similar to that in re-

gression of TC genesis onto Niño-3.4 (Fig. 6). The

southeast–northwest pattern in WNP TC genesis dur-

ing El Niño–La Niña years has been widely reported in

previous studies (Wang and Chan 2002; Camargo et al.

2007). Therefore, the GPI climatology and anomalies

during El Niño–La Niña years are largely consistent

with those in TC genesis in the observations, FLOR,

and FLOR-FA.

Figure 7 shows SST, 850-hPa relative vorticity, 600-hPa

relative humidity, and VWS anomalies during El Niño
years in the observations and FLOR 1990 and FLOR-

FA 1990 control experiments. FLOR and FLOR-FA

capture fundamental characteristics of these key vari-

ables in the observations during El Niño years (Fig. 7).

The spatial patterns of key variables related to TC

genesis in the observations and FLOR and FLOR-FA

control experiments are consistent with those of GPI

in El Niño years (Figs. 6 and 7). For example, the

anomalies of 850-hPa relative vorticity and VWS in

FLOR-FA are stronger than those in FLOR in the

southeastern WNP during El Niño years, consistent

with a higher GPI anomaly in FLOR-FA during El Niño
years (Figs. 6 and 7). The FLOR 1990 and FLOR-FA

1990 control experiments capture the observed fun-

damental characters of these key variables in La

Niña years (Fig. 8). FLOR-FA simulate slightly more

realistic anomalies of key variables than FLOR

during La Niña years (Fig. 8). Note that the VWS

anomalies in FLOR-FA are stronger than those in

FLOR during La Niña years, with FLOR-FA closer

to the observations (Fig. 8). Therefore, FLOR and

FLOR-FA simulate realistic TC genesis climatology

and anomalies during El Niño–La Niña years, though
both models produce an eastward shift in TC genesis.

This shift is associated with a similar shift in GPI and the

anomalies in related key variables (e.g., 850-hPa relative

vorticity and VWS). Figure 9 shows the regression of

steering flow onto the Niño-3.4 index and TC density dif-

ferences between El Niño and La Niña years in obser-

vations and FLOR and FLOR-FA simulations. The

regression of steering flow to the Niño-3.4 index is quite

weak in theGuamdomain, comparedwith the climatology

of steering flow (Figs. 9 and 10). The climatology of

steering flow is mainly easterly flow, which is conducive

to GuamTCs (Fig. 10). However, the strongest signal of

steering flow in the observations and FLOR and

FLOR-FA control experiments during Niño is the

anomalous westerly located south of Guam and closer

to the equator where few TCs are formed (Fig. 9). In

addition, the other less strong signal of steering flow is

the anomalous southerly flow to the north of Guam

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for TC genesis.
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(Figs. 9). Therefore, the strong steering flow anomalies

in the two regions lead to minor changes in GuamTC.

Furthermore, the steering flow is characterized by

weak or zero westerlies when averaged over Guam’s vi-

cinity (Fig. 9). The influences of ENSO on GuamTCs,

therefore, arise mainly from the changes in TC genesis

locations instead of steering flow in both observations and

FLOR and FLOR-FA control experiments. During

El Niño (La Niña) years, there are more (less) TC gen-

eses east of or near Guam. WNP TCs mostly move

northwestward by beta effect and climatological easterly

steering flow after they are formed. Therefore, TCs

tend to move toward Guam if TC geneses are shifted

eastward during El Niño years. During La Niña years,

there are fewer GuamTCs because TCs are suppressed

east of Guam compared with El Niño years. Therefore,

FLOR and FLOR-FA realistically simulate the ENSO–

GuamTC connections shown in the observations, and

the physical mechanisms underlying the connections

in the observations are similar to those in FLOR and

FLOR-FA.

The control experiments of FLOR and FLOR-FA

discussed above are fully coupled simulations (free

run). SST-nudging experiments enable further di-

agnosis of the contribution of SST forcing to the

ENSO–GuamTC connections and their results are

presented next.

b. Results from SST-nudging experiments with
FLOR 1990

The six-member SST- and SSS-nudging experiments

with FLOR 1990 for the period 1971–2012 are uti-

lized to further diagnose the contribution of SST to the

ENSO–GuamTC connections. Figure 11 shows the cli-

matology of TC density in observations and FLOR 1990

SST-nudging experiments for 1971–2012. In general,

FLOR 1990 generates higher TC density than the ob-

servations in the WNP, especially east of the Philip-

pines. TC density climatology in the vicinity of Guam

in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experiments is also higher

than that in the observations, similar to the relation-

ship between observed and simulated TC density

in control experiments with FLOR and FLOR-FA

(Fig. 11). The locations with the largest values of TC

genesis in FLOR 1990 are different from those in the

observations. Specifically, the observed locations with

the largest values of TC genesis climatology are lo-

cated in the South China Sea and the Philippine Sea,

while those in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experiments

are shifted eastward to 1408–1608E (Fig. 12). The TC

FIG. 6. The GPI (a)–(c) climatology and anomalies during (d)–(f) El Niño and (g)–(i) La Niña years in the (left)–(right) obser-

vations, FLOR, and FLOR-FA 1990 control experiments. The inner black symbol and the red outer circle denote Guam and its 500-

km buffer zone.
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genesis climatology in the vicinity of Guam in FLOR

1990 SST-nudging experiments is higher than that in

the observations (Fig. 12).

The correlations between Niño indices and GuamTCs

for the period 1971–2012 are significant at the 0.01 level

and are similar to those in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging ex-

periments, though the values of correlation based on the

observations are slightly larger than those in the SST-

nudging experiments (Table 2). Therefore, the forcing of

SST plays a dominant role in the ENSO–GuamTC con-

nections.Moreover, the correlations betweenNiño indices
and GuamTCs in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experiments

are significantly higher than those in the FLOR 1990

control experiment based on a z test, further supporting

the important role of SST forcing in the ENSO–GuamTC

connections.

The regression of TC density onto the Niño-3.4 index
for 1971–2012 in the observations resembles that of

FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experiments, with positive

regression coefficients in the Guam domain (Fig. 13).

There is also an eastward shift in TC density in FLOR

1990 SST-nudging experiments compared to the obser-

vations, similar to those in the control experiments

(Fig. 13). Such a shift in the regions of positive re-

gressions (Fig. 13) is associated with the shift in the

simulated climatology of TC density (Fig. 11). The re-

gression of TC genesis onto the Niño-3.4 index in

FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experiments is also similar to

that in the observations, except that there is an east-

ward shift in the spatial pattern of SST-nudging ex-

periments (Fig. 14). However, the spatial patterns of

TC genesis in the Guam domain between observations

and the FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experiments are

different. The regressions of TC genesis around Guam

are positive in the observations, whereas they are

mostly negative in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experi-

ments (Fig. 14).

The climatology of GPI in the observations and FLOR

1990 SST-nudging experiments has a similar pattern

with a higher magnitude in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging

experiments, especially in the southeastern WNP and

the central Pacific, consistent with the eastward shift in

FIG. 7. The (a)–(c) SST (8C), (d)–(f) 850-hPa relative vorticity (1025 s21), (g)–(i) 600-hPa relative humidity (%), and (j)–(l) vertical wind

shear (m s21) anomalies during El Niño years in the (left)–(right) observations, FLOR, and FLOR-FA 1990 control experiments. The

inner black symbol and the red outer circle denote Guam and its 500-km buffer zone.
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TC genesis climatology (Figs. 15a,b). The spatial pat-

terns of GPI anomalies in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging

experiments are similar to those in the observations

during El Niño–La Niña years, with stronger anomalies

in FLOR 1990 SST-nudging experiments (Figs. 15c–f).

The steering flow regressed onto Niño-3.4 in the ob-

servations is quite similar to that in the SST-nudging

experiments with FLOR, especially in the Guam do-

main (Fig. 16). The anomalous steering flow duringNiño
is quite weak in the Guam domain, compared with the

climatology of steering flow (Fig. 16 and Fig. S1 in the

supplementary information). The climatology of steer-

ing flow in the SST-nudging experiments with FLOR is

mainly easterly, which is conducive to GuamTCs (see

Fig. S1). Similar to the discussions on steering flow in the

observations and FLOR and FLOR-FA control exper-

iments in section 3a, the regions with a strong signal of

steering flow are located in regions with few TC geneses

(i.e., south and north of Guam; Fig. 16). Therefore, the

impacts of ENSO on GuamTCs are largely caused by TC

genesis locationsother than steeringflow in theSST-nudging

experiments with FLOR. Although the regressions for TC

genesis in FLOR SST-nudging experiments are shifted

eastward in contrast to the observations (Fig. 14), TC

density regressions around Guam in the observations

resemble those in the experiments (Fig. 16). Therefore,

GuamTCs come mainly from TCs east of Guam that

move westward or northwestward during El Niño years.
Based on the above discussions, SST plays a dominant role

in the ENSO–GuamTC connections because of its mod-

ulation on TC genesis patterns.

The free run with FLOR 1990 shows differences with

the SST-nudging experiment of FLOR 1990 in the re-

sponses of GuamTC-genesis density to ENSO. Not sur-

prisingly, the flux-adjustment version of FLOR 1990

produces the responses of GuamTC-genesis density to

ENSO very similar to the SST-nudging experiment with

FLOR 1990. For example, the responses of steering flow

(Figs. 9 and 16), GuamTC genesis (Figs. 5 and 13), and

GuamTC density (Figs. 4 and 13) to ENSO in FLOR-FA

1990 are closer to the observations than FLOR.

This study suggests that FLOR performs well in cap-

turing TC frequency near Guam, despite the fact that

TC geneses in FLORandFLOR-FAare shifted eastward.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for La Niña years.
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During El Niño (La Niña) years, there are more

(fewer) TC geneses east of or near Guam in the model.

TCs in the WNP mostly move northwestward by beta

effect and climatological steering flow. Therefore,

TCs tend to move toward Guam if TC geneses are

shifted eastward in the model during El Niño years.

During La Niña years, there are fewer GuamTCs be-

cause TCs are suppressed east of Guam compared

with El Niño years.

c. Seasonal forecasting of GuamTCs with FLOR-FA

The findings presented so far have shown that FLOR

and FLOR-FA can reproduce the ENSO–GuamTC con-

nections and that SST plays a key role in such connections.

Here we analyze the seasonal forecasting of GuamTCs

with FLOR-FA for the period of 1980–2014.We analyze

the seasonal forecasting experiments in this period ini-

tialized in July with 12 ensemble members.

The predicted TC density climatology with FLOR-FA

bears strong similarity to that in the observations, es-

pecially within the Guam domain (Fig. 17). The TC

density centers in FLOR-FA and observations are lo-

cated east of Taiwan in the Philippine Sea, though the

center has a higher density in FLOR-FA (Fig. 17). The

predicted TC density climatology in FLOR-FA is shif-

ted eastward compared to the observations (Fig. 17),

similar to that in control and SST-nudging experiments.

The predicted TC genesis climatology with FLOR-FA is

also similar to the observations (Fig. 18). However, it is

noted that the predicted TC genesis climatology with

FIG. 9. Regression of steering flow (vectors, m s21 8C21, see

legend at bottom right of each panel) onto Niño-3.4 index and TC

density difference (color shading, El Niño minus La Niña) in (a)

observations, (b) FLOR 1990, and (c) FLOR-FA 1990 control

experiments. The black circle and the red outer circle denoteGuam

and its 500-km buffer zone.

FIG. 10. Climatology of steering flow (vectors, m s21, see leg-

end at bottom right of each panel) in (a) observations, (b) FLOR

1990, and (c) FLOR-FA 1990 control experiments. The black

circle and the red outer circle denote Guam and its 500-km buffer

zone.
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FLOR-FA has one main center while that in the ob-

servations consists of three centers. The observed TC

genesis climatology center in Guam is well predicted in

FLOR-FA (Fig. 18). For further diagnosis, we calcu-

lated the spatial correlation map for the predicted and

observed TC density in the WNP (Fig. 19). The corre-

lation map is calculated on a 58 3 58 grid in which the

correlation between predicted and observed TC counts

are for the period 1980–2014. In most of theWNP, there

are positive correlation coefficients and the greatest

correlation is located in 58–158N, 1508–1708E.Within the

Guam domain, the correlation is promising, suggesting

that FLOR-FA performs well in predicting GuamTCs

(Fig. 19). The results here are consistent with Vecchi

et al. (2014) in which the correlation between observed

and predicted TC density for forecasts initialized in July

is high in the vicinity of Guam. Vecchi et al. (2014) used

several versions of FLOR to make prediction for TC

density, while this study only uses seasonal predictions

with FLOR-FA.

The seasonal forecasting of the frequency ofGuamTCs

initialized in July using FLOR-FA is also promising,

with a correlation of 0.57 and a root-mean-square error

(RMSE) of 1.92 for the period 1980–2014 (Fig. 20),

consistent with the spatial correlation map shown in

Fig. 19.

FLOR-FA shows high prediction skill for GuamTCs,

and this may arise from the adjusted SST in FLOR-FA

in which the climatological adjustments are applied to

FLOR-FA’s momentum, enthalpy, and freshwater flux

from the atmosphere to the ocean to bring the model’s

SST and surface wind stress climatology closer to the

observations (Vecchi et al. 2014). This is supported by

considering the differences in predictions between

FLOR (i.e., no flux adjustments are applied) and FLOR-

FA. The correlation between predicted GuamTC fre-

quency with FLOR and the observations is 0.47 while

the RMSE is 2.33 (Fig. 20). Therefore, the prediction

skill for the frequency of GuamTCs is higher in FLOR-

FA than FLOR in terms of both correlation and RMSE

(Fig. 20), confirming the important role of both flux

FIG. 11. Climatology of TC density [color shading, occurrences

(TCseason)21] in the peak season (JASO) in the WNP in (a)

observations (GuamTC5 5.3) and (b) FLOR 1990 SST-nudging

experiments (GuamTC 5 7.2) for 1971–2012. The black cir-

cle and the red outer circle denote Guam and its 500-km

buffer zone.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for TC-genesis density.

TABLE 2. The correlation coefficients between GuamTCs and

El Niño indices (Niño-3 and Niño-3.4) in observations and in FLOR

1990 SST-nudging experiments with six members for the period

1971–2012. All the correlation coefficients are statistically signifi-

cant at the 0.01 level.

GuamTC and ENSO Niño-3 Niño-3.4

Observations (1971–2012) 0.44 0.51

FLOR 1990 (1971–2012, six member) 0.41 0.45
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adjustments and SST in skillfully simulating and pre-

dicting GuamTCs.

4. Discussion and conclusions

ENSO has a significant association with the fre-

quency of TCs near Guam. This study has examined

the physical mechanisms underlying ENSO–GuamTC

connections, the robustness of these connections, the

performance of FLOR and FLOR-FA in reproducing

them in the control experiments, and its prediction

skill for GuamTCs. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first study devoted to the ENSO–GuamTC

connections.

In the observations, the ENSO–GuamTC connec-

tions arise from significant relationships with TC gen-

esis and are statistically significant in the four control

experiments (FLOR 1990 and FLOR-FA 1990). The

ENSO–GuamTC connections in FLOR-FA are gener-

ally closer to observations than those in FLOR because

of a better representation of TC genesis in FLOR-FA.

The physical mechanisms underlying the observed

ENSO–GuamTC connections have been confirmed in

the long control experiments with FLOR and FLOR-

FA. Using SST-nudging experiments, we have found

that the ENSO–GuamTC connections arise sub-

stantially from the forcing of SST because the associa-

tions between ENSO and GuamTCs are similar in the

observations and SST-nudging experiments. The pre-

diction skill (measured in terms of correlation and

RMSE) of FLOR with flux adjustments (FLOR-FA) in

GuamTC frequency is quite promising and is higher than

that in FLOR, confirming the importance of a correct SST

climatology for forecasting TCs near Guam.

The physical mechanisms underlying the influences

of El Niño and La Niña on WNP TC activity have

been thoroughly discussed in Wang and Chan (2002).

Figure 21 illustrates the schematic diagram for the

physical mechanisms underlying the impacts of El Niño
on GuamTCs, and those in La Niña are generally op-

posite to those in this figure. Figure 21 illustrates that El

Niño is associated with surface westerlies in the tropical

western and central Pacific. The westerly anomalies

are related to strong 850-hPa relative vorticity in the

southeastern WNP, leading to more TC geneses

(Fig. 21). The cyclonic flow west of the El Niño is forced

by classic Matsuno–Gill responses (Matsuno 1966; Gill

1980). The El Niño–induced central Pacific heating also

generates a pair of strong anomalous anticyclones in the

FIG. 13. Regression of TC density in the peak season (JASO) in

theWNP [color shading, occurrences (TCseason)21 8C21] onto the

Niño-3.4 index in (a) observations and (b) SST-nudging experi-

ment with FLOR 1990. The black-dot-stippled regions represent

regression coefficients that are statistically significant at the 0.05

level. The black circle and the red outer circle denote Guam and its

500-km buffer zone.

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but TC genesis.
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upper levels that resides on both sides of the equator,

leading to a deepening of the upper-level troughs at 500

and 200hPa, which strongly suppresses TC genesis in the

northwestern part of the WNP and provides a favorable

steering flow condition for TC recurvature around 1358E
(Fig. 21; Wang and Chan 2002; Wang and Zhang 2002).

Such mechanisms are responsible for the southeast–

northwest pattern of TC genesis during El Niño–La
Niña years. The influences of ENSO on GuamTCs arise

mainly from the changes in TC genesis locations instead

of steering flow in both observations and FLOR control

and SST-nudging experiments.

This study has identified the capability of a global

climate model (FLOR and FLOR-FA) in simulating

and predicting TC activity near a special region, Guam.

This capability arises mainly from the SST forcing and

ENSO, which are well represented in FLOR-FA. Dur-

ing El Niño (La Niña) years, there are more (fewer) TC

geneses east of or near Guam in the model. TCs in the

WNP mostly move northwestward by beta effect and

climatological easterly steering flow. Therefore, TCs

tend to move toward (away from) Guam in the model

and observations during El Niño (La Niña) years. This
study confirms the dominant role of ENSO on TC ac-

tivity near Guam, which is vulnerable to tremendous

TC-induced damage. This study encourages us to further

understand the connections between ENSO and TC

activity in other basins, which may help improve the

prediction skill of dynamic, statistical, and hybrid pre-

diction schemes.

Conventional ENSO has no significant association

with the peak season basinwide TC frequency in the

WNP (e.g., Wang and Chan 2002; Camargo and Sobel

2005). Instead, ENSO leads to a southeast–northwest

spatial pattern of WNP TC genesis (Wang and Chan

2002; Camargo and Sobel 2005). In other words, more

(less) frequent TC genesis occurs in the southeastern

(northwestern) portion of the WNP during El Niño
(La Niña) years (Wang and Chan 2002; Camargo et al.

2007). Guam is mainly located in the southeastern

(SE) portion of the WNP. This study has shown

high predictability of GuamTCs owing largely to the

ENSO–GuamTC connections, suggesting that it may be

easier to predict TC genesis in the subregions (e.g., SE)

FIG. 15. The GPI (a),(b) climatology (1971–2012) and anomalies during (c),(d) El Niño and (e),(f) La Niña years
in the (left) observations and (right) SST-restoring experiment with FLOR 1990. The inner black symbol and the

red outer circle denote Guam and its 500-km buffer zone.
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of the WNP. This hypothesis will be tested in our future

work using both observations and FLORand FLOR-FA

simulations.
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APPENDIX

Tracking Algorithm

The TCs in FLOR and FLOR-FA are tracked from

6-hourly model output by using the tracker developed at

GFDL and implemented in Murakami et al. (2015a,b)

and Zhang et al. (2016a,b). The temperature anomaly ta
averaged vertically over 300 and 500 hPa, 10-m wind

speed, 850-hPa relative vorticity, and sea level pressure

(SLP) are key components of this tracker. The tracking

procedures are as follows.

1) Local minima are found for the smoothed SLP field.

The location of the cyclone center is properly adjusted

by fitting a biquadratic surface to the SLP and locating

the center at the minima.

2) Closed contours are generated in an interval dp of

2hPa around every single low center. TheNth contour

is marked as the contiguous region surrounding a

low central pressure P with pressures lower than

dp 3 N 1 P, as detected by a ‘‘flood fill’’ algorithm.

The contours are not required to be circular, and a

maximum radius of 3000km is searched from each

candidate SLP low center.

3) If the above closed contours are found, the low is

counted as a potential TC center. In this way, the

tracker attempts to find all closed contours within a

certain distance of the low center andwithout entering

contours belonging to another low. The maximum

FIG. 16. Regression of steering flow (vectors, m s21 8C21, see

legend at bottom right of each panel) onto the Niño-3.4 index and

TC density difference (color shading, El Niño minus La Niña) in
the (a) observations and (b) SST-nudging experiments with FLOR

1990. The black circle and the outer red circle denote Guam and its

500-km buffer zone.

FIG. 17. The (a) observed (GuamTC 5 5.1) and (b) predicted

(FLOR-FA, GuamTC 5 5.7) TC density climatology in the peak

season (JASO) in the WNP [color shading, occurrences

(TCseason)21]. The black symbol and the red outer circle denote

Guam and its 500-km buffer zone.
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10-m wind inside the set of closed contours is taken

as the maximum wind speed at that time for

the storm.

4) To test if the potential TC center meets the re-

quirement of a warm core, we follow a similar

process. Closed 1-K contours are found surrounding

the maximum ta within a TC’s identified contours, at

no more than 18 from the location of the center of the

low. The contour with the largest value must be

within 18 of the center of the low and must have a

radius smaller than 38; otherwise the low is not

considered warm core and the center is rejected.

5) TC centers are combined into a TC track by con-

necting the low centers at 6-h intervals. A deeper low

center has higher priority of tracking.

6) The following criteria are required to finalize the TC

identifications:

(i) at least 72 h of total detection lifetime (not neces-

sarily consecutive),

(ii) at least 48 cumulative (not necessarily consecutive)

hours with a warm core,

(iii) at least 36 consecutive hours of a warm core with

winds .17.5m s21, and

FIG. 18. The (a) observed and (b) predicted (FLOR-FA; ini-

tialized in July) TC genesis climatology in the peak season

(JASO) for 1980–2014 in the WNP [color shading, occurrences

(TCseason)21]. The black symbol and the red outer circle denote

Guam and its 500-km buffer zone.

FIG. 19. Spatial correlation map between predicted (FLOR-FA,

initialized in July) and observed TC density in 1980–2014 in the

WNP. The black-dot-stippled regions represent regression co-

efficients that are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. The black

polygon symbol and the red outer circle denote Guam and its 500-

km buffer zone.

FIG. 20. The predicted frequency of JASO GuamTCs with

FLOR-FA (red) and FLOR (blue) initialized in July and the

observations (black) for the period of 1980–2014. Correla-

tion coefficient (Cor) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) are

also given.

FIG. 21. Schematic diagramon howElNiño influencesGuamTC.

The impacts of LaNiña onGuamTCs are in general opposite to the

mechanisms in this figure. The black symbol and the red outer

circle denote Guam and its 500-km buffer zone.
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(iv) TC genesis confined equatorward of 408N.

TC track–genesis density in the WNP is binned into

58 3 58 grid boxes at a 6-h interval without smoothing.
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